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ITMA - The International Textile Machinery Association’s event - continues to be the cutting edge show for the global textile machinery industry.

Datatex will be present at Itma 2003 in the NEC - the National Exhibition Centre - at Hall 9 stand S9-9C

In an industry where customers expect lower prices, quicker delivery times, smaller job lots, greater variety but profit margins still have to be guaranteed, it is essential to take well informed effective decisions. All the time.

To achieve this, Datatex has developed TIM - Textile Integrated Manufacturing to run a textile or apparel business at its best.

Datatex will guarantee enhanced operating efficiency through improved customer handling and order processing, optimisation of manufacturing resources, minimal stock, maximum productivity, on time delivery and accurate costing.

Used by over 300 companies in 35 countries around the world, TIM is enhanced and updated constantly so you can focus on managing your business more effectively.

We know your business. Datatex can help you make IT profitable.

Attachments

✓ Book your TIM demo at ITMA (fax or e-mail)
✓ Where to find datatex stand at ITMA
✓ The TIM leaders and some TIM case studies